versatrans
a tyler school solution

Versatrans Triptracker®
Enjoy Field Trips Again
Every school transportation department is faced with a variety of tasks, projects, objectives,
and procedural requirements, in addition to the daily trip planning and execution. Adding

Versatrans
Triptracker allows
transportation
professionals to:
• Manage every aspect

field trips to the mix can be challenging. Tyler’s Versatrans Triptracker application is a

of the field trip

powerful, yet user-friendly software application that makes field trip request, fulfillment,

management lifecycle

staffing, administration and billing a breeze. In fact, Versatrans Triptracker manages every

in one place

aspect of the field trip management life-cycle within one comprehensive system accessible
from any computer with an Internet connection. Field trip management was never so easy.

• Have access to data from
any computer with an

Triptracker
Triptracker is a Web-based solution that

Powerful Features,
Versatile Functioning

fully automates the field trip request and

Triptracker provides users with

fulfillment process. With many powerful

comprehensive features to make managing

features such as automated e-mail

and tracking of field trip activity quick

notifications and a user-defined approval

and easy. Automated setup allows you to

process, this comprehensive and easy-to-

upload vehicle, employees, building, and

trail when it comes to

use system provides school districts with

trip destination data to reduce manual

trip requests

the tools needed to successfully manage

entry during the setup process, and role-

and track field trip activity–saving you time

based security allows you to control what

and money.

information and abilities each user has

With Triptracker, there’s never a need to
hunt for trip information. Our software
automatically presents key information
when users log in to the system. Requesters
see current trips and status. Transportation
clerks see all activity for the day or week,
including trips that need to be assigned,

Internet connection
• Assign drivers to
trips based on
specific criteria
• Eliminate the paper

access to, based on their role. What’s more,
Triptracker can grow to accommodate even
the largest volumes of trip fulfillment, and
can integrate with Versatrans Routing &
PlanningTM for automated updates and
powerful fleet scheduling.
...Continued on Reverse

billed, approved, and paid. Drivers see their
upcoming trips, and can view and print
detailed trip information and directions
with a few clicks of the mouse. Schedulers
can easily assign drivers to trips based
on specific criteria, and eliminate hardto-manage paper trails for trip requests.
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Triptracker does it all.
For more information, visit
www.tylertech.com
or email
info@tylertech.com
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Versatrans Triptracker
Powerful Features,
Versatile Functioning (cont.)
Log into Triptracker from any computer connected to the
Internet and immediately view and work with all necessary
field trip request and fulfillment process information.
Associate drivers to specific accounts to aid in scheduling,
generate and export all required invoices and reports,
configure the system to notify you when a new trip conflicts
with an existing one, or when a planned trip exceeds
budgetary thresholds. No matter your field trip management
needs, Triptracker has you covered.

Features and Services

Trip per day restrictions — control the number of trips allowed

Features

per day (on a day-of-the-week basis).

E-mail notifications — configure the system to notify you

Integration with Bing® Maps — generate trip directions,

by e-mail when trips are submitted, approved, rejected,

determine trip distance and apply it to the trip estimate for a

cancelled, scheduled, billed or closed.

more accurate idea of trip costs.

Customizable approval path — configure the system to include

Max vehicle per day restrictions — control how many vehicles

as many levels of approval and as many approvers at each

are allowed in use per day, request multiple vehicles per trip,

level as needed to fully automate the trip approval process.

and create a more accurate estimate of trip costs.

Estimates — forecast trip costs to ensure funds are available

Closed date settings — control when trips may or may not be

to cover expenses or to budget ahead.

scheduled by identifying dates that are “closed” to new trips.

Department calendar — track currently scheduled trips for

Integration with district financial software — Triptracker

a given day or week using the department calendar to avoid

integrates with Tyler’s Munis® application for seamless field

overbooking or scheduling conflicts.

trip invoicing, reconciliation and account management.

One-way and round trip scheduling — ability to manage both

Services

one-way and round trip requests.
Multi-destination trips — plan and administer trips with
multiple destinations.

Training — training performed by talented Versatrans
Professionals is available both onsite and online any time.
Support — every Versatrans client agrees that our technical

Track actual time and distance against predicted time and

support team is the best around. Calls are most often

distance — compare original request data to actual data

answered live by highly trained technicians.

recorded by the driver.

Upgrades — Versatrans is always raising the bar with each and

Batched user creation — batch create user accounts based on

every one of their applications and is committed to releasing

associated employee records.

two upgrades to Triptracker every year.

Employee information tracking — track employee type,
certifications, pay rates for standard, sit and overtime,
and more.
Field trip bidding — allow drivers to bid on offered trips.

For more information, visit www.tylertech.com

